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Capital Scenery Ltd are busy set builders for Theatre, Opera 

and Events. We are currently recruiting a full time 

Production Assistant for an immediate start, based in 

Crawley. 

Main duties include but are not exhaustive: 

Production: 

- Assisting the managing Director in costing for show productions. 

- File new enquiries and assist in the planning of upcoming annual jobs. 

- Type quotations and issue to clients.  

- Sourcing suppliers, materials and props in line with budgets and negotiating competitive prices. 

-Participating in production meetings with designers and Production Managers 

-Maintaining positive working relationships with clients 

-Maintaining production notes and job schedules 

-Ordering materials for set builds ensuring time management. 

-Booking freelance staff and additional crew as appropriate 

 

Accounts & Payroll: 

- Oversee Company finance and help to forecast cash flow and predict future growth. 

- Prepare and issue invoices for jobs ensuring all elements have been accounted for. 

- Communicate with company Bookkeeper maintaining knowledge of the accounts. 

 

Office admin: 

- Sorting post, filing and diary management. 

- Booking couriers and arranging transport. 

-Managing rent and business rates 

-Answering phone and being the first point of call for new enquiries. 

-Monitoring stationary, tea/coffee levels and ordering as appropriate. 

-Assisting with any other ad hoc admin duties as they arise  

-Maintaining and updating the company’s social media presence and website 

 

Requirements: 

- Must be a people person as you will be dealing directly with designers, production managers and regular 

suppliers. 

- Must be highly organised with the ability to prioritise workload and use initiative. 

- The ability to self-manage and problem solve. 

- Would suit a creative individual with the ability to see the bigger picture. 

- The ability to undertake research and source out a good bargain in relation to materials and props. 

- Experience using Microsoft Office (Excel, Word Outlook), a bonus would also be familiarity with any financial 

software packages such as Quickbooks. 

 

Experience in a similar role or office experience is preferred and a demonstrable interest in theatre and 

performing arts would be an advantage.  

 

Hours will be based on 8am-4pm, Monday-Friday. Overtime is available and at times will be required.  

Wages TBC depending on experience. 

 

Please email your CV with a covering note explaining why you feel you would be suitable for the role along 

with stating your relevant experience, to Productionassistant@capitalscenery.co.uk 
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